Impala biscayne

The Chevrolet Biscayne was a series of full-size cars produced by the American manufacturer
Chevrolet between and Named after a show car displayed at the General Motors Motorama , the
Biscayne was the least expensive model in the Chevrolet full-size car range except the only
Chevrolet Delray. The absence of most exterior and fancy interior trimmings remained through
the life of the series, as the slightly costlier Chevrolet Bel Air offered more interior and exterior
features at a price significantly lower than the top of the line Chevrolet Impala. The Biscayne
was named after Biscayne Bay , near Miami, Florida , following a trend by Chevrolet at the time
to name cars after coastal cities or beaches such as the Bel Air and the later Chevrolet Malibu.
Biscaynes were produced primarily for the fleet market, though they were also available to the
general public â€” particularly to those who wanted low-cost, no-frills transportation with the
convenience, room and power of a full-size automobile. While most Biscaynes were sold with a
six-cylinder engine through the late s, the V8 engine became the more popular powerplant by
the early s. A low-priced, full-size Biscayne station wagon equivalent was available as the
Chevrolet Brookwood both before and after this period. The two-door sedan was dropped after ,
and consequently, from to the only Biscayne model available was a four-door sedan. In , the
Delray was priced below the Biscayne but was discontinued the following year. Many of the
luxury convenience options available on the more expensive full-sized Chevrolet models, such
as power windows , were not available on the Biscayne. However, customers could purchase a
Biscayne with any of Chevrolet's high-output big-block V8 engines and performance-oriented
transmissions, including the floor-mounted four-speed manual transmission with Hurst shifter
and low-ratio final drive. Original production numbers of cars built this way were very low, and
examples of these high-performance cars are highly sought after by collectors today. Notably,
Baldwin Chevrolet of Long Island, New York, became famous for offering the "Street Racer
Special," a Biscayne coupe with dealer-fitted high-performance cubic-inch V8, and heavy-duty
suspension components, turning the Biscayne into a serious drag car. Biscayne with
high-performance equipment was often nicknamed "Bisquick" by enthusiasts. Like the slightly
upscale Bel Airs, Biscaynes are easily identified by the use of two taillights per side; the only
exceptions to this were in and The more expensive Impalas and later Caprices have three
taillights per side. The Biscayne was largely devoid of exterior chrome trim and was normally
fitted with small hubcaps, though several exterior trim pieces and upgraded wheel covers were
available at extra cost. Interior trim was spartan, with lower-grade cloth and vinyl or all-vinyl
upholstery trim, a standard steering wheel with centre horn button, and rubber floor mats. Slight
upgrades were made throughout the life of the series â€” for instance, the models came
standard with deluxe steering wheels with horn rings, deep-twist carpeting and foam-cushioned
front seats. At its introduction for the model year, the Biscayne was available as a two- or
four-door pillared sedan. In , there was also the even lower-priced Chevrolet Delray , but this
was discontinued for In , the car was redesigned, and now sat on an inch-and-a-half 3. This was
described, but not pictured, in the dealer brochure. In , a lower-priced, sparsely trimmed version
of the Biscayne called the Fleetmaster was produced. Aimed primarily at the fleet market, the
Fleetmaster included a lower grade of upholstery than the standard Biscayne and deleted
routine convenience items such as a cigarette lighter , door armrests, and passenger-side sun
visor. In addition, many parts were painted rather than chrome plated. Both two- and four-door
sedans were available. A number of economy-minded options were available exclusive to the
Fleetmaster model, although the performance-oriented engines and transmissions were also
available for police applications or performance-oriented customers who wanted the lightest car
possible. The Fleetmaster was dropped after The Biscayne underwent a full model change for
the model year. The stripped down Fleetmaster and the three-passenger Utility Sedan were still
available for but sold in very small numbers. Series numbers were and six- and eight-cylinder
Biscayne , with the and used for the six- and eight-cylinder Fleetmaster. For , the short-stroke
third generation inline-six replaced the earlier "Stovebolt" , meaning lower weight and a slight
gain in power. In , a four-door station wagon version appeared, replacing the earlier Brookwood
model. As usual, the full range of GM's full-size engine and transmission options were available
to the low priced Biscayne. A very few of the brand-new, high-powered V8s of which only were
built in even found their way into the bargain-basement Biscayne Fleetmaster, with the direct
intention of being used for drag racing. The all-new Biscayne was larger yet, and offered an
even wider range of engines, including a new, larger ci inline-six. For the model year the smaller
was dropped. Although not available for the big Chevrolets in , it returned in for two more model
years. After the Biscayne station wagon was discontinued, henceforth being sold as the
Brookwood. Power steering and power brakes were made standard for the model year. The
Turbo Hyda-Matic transmission was made standard on all cars ordered with a V8 engine starting
midway through the model year. Production of the Biscayne for the United States market ended
for ; it wasn't advertised that year in Chevrolet's brochure but was available for fleet buyers.

However, the Biscayne name was still used in Canada through the model year, with a cubic-inch
V8 engine and Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic transmission made standard for Like its
stablemates, the Biscayne received new dashboard, radio and climate control graphics
including a mph speedometer with kilometer equivalents and the availability of two new
options: an Econominder gauge package with temperature gauge and a gauge that monitored
fuel economy, based on the driver's current driving habits and intermittent windshield wipers.
The fourth generation wagons featured a 'clamshell' design marketed as the Glide-away tailgate,
also called a "disappearing" tailgate because when open, the tailgate was completely out of
view. On the clamshell design, the rear power-operated glass slid up into the roof and the lower
tailgate with either manual or optional power operation , lowered completely below the load
floor. The manual lower tailgate was counterbalanced by a torque rod similar to the torque rods
used in holding a trunk lid open, requiring a 35 lb push to fully lower the gate. Raising the
manual gate required a 5 lb pull via a handhold integral to the top edge of the retractable gate.
Wagons with the design featured an optional third row of forward-facing seats accessed by the
rear side doors and a folding second-row seat â€” and could accommodate a 4 x 8' sheet of
plywood with rear seats folded. The clamshell design required no increased footprint or
operational area to open, allowing a user to stand at the cargo opening without impediment of a
door â€” for example, in a closed garage. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Full-size sedan
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Chevrolet Impala is one of America's most-enduring automotive nameplates. In this article,
you'll learn about the genesis and evolution of this iconic badge and why it outlasted so many
others. Impala was first used for the model year to denote the Chevrolet Bel Air Impala , Chevy's
new top-of-the-line model. The original Impala gussied up the Chevrolet Bel Air with more trim
and more chrome. It came as a two-door hardtop and was the only full-size Chevy model to offer
a convertible body style for Impala continued to identify the top-of-the-line big Chevy until ,
when General Motors' best-selling brand jumped aboard the "personal luxury" bandwagon by
gilding the Impala to create the even-plusher Chevrolet Caprice. As you'll see in this article, the
Impala floated around a bit within the hierarchy of Chevy nameplates. It rested comfortably just
below the Caprice until , when Chevrolet used the once line-topping nameplate to identify the
entry-level big Chevy model. Fittingly, however, the resurrected Impala name flourished in when
Chevrolet created a Corvette-powered full-size muscle car under the Impala SS banner. Explore
the pages of this article and learn about the Impala's evolution as well as its revival. Also, check
out our article on the Chevrolet Caprice to discover more about the lineup that produced the
Chevrolet Impala SS. The Chevrolet Bel Air Impala was the new top-of-the-line Bel Air model,
lavishly equipped and soft-riding, and offered only as a Sport Coupe or convertible. From the
windshield pillar rearward, the Chevrolet Bel Air Impala differed structurally from garden-variety
Chevrolets. Hardtops had a slightly shorter greenhouse and longer rear deck, giving the
impression of an extended body, plus bright rocker moldings and dummy rear-fender scoops.
Simulated extractor vents on the uniquely contoured roof were inspired by Mercedes-Benz.
Three taillights sat on each side, whereas lesser models had two, and wagons just one. Special
crossed-flag insignias sat above the side moldings. Naturally, options pushed typical total
prices far higher. In all, 55, ragtops and , Sport Coupes were built, 15 percent of production.
Stunning interiors held a competition-inspired two-spoke steering wheel and color-keyed door
panels with brushed aluminum trim. No other series included a convertible. Introduced in a
blaze of publicity, Impala signaled Chevrolet's entry into the mid-price field, even if the design
was less radical than planned. In addition to style and vigorous performance, ads pushed its
"quick, eager-to-please handling that lets you know you're the boss. Longer, lower, and wider--a
recurrent theme--all Chevrolets had full-coil suspension, displacing the old rear leaf springs. A
new "Safety Girder" X-type frame reduced height without headroom loss. A cubic-inch engine
was now the standard V-8, with ratings that ranged from to horsepower. Drivers who yearned to
be "boss" had a new option, though: a big-block cubic-inch Turbo-Thrust V-8, descended from a

truck engine and tossing out , , or horsepower. The Chevrolet Bel Air Impala helped Chevrolet
regained the number one production spot by a wide margin in this recession year that saw
nearly all makes lose sales. The Chevrolet Impala, following the styling excess of the late Fifties,
was radically reworked and veered away from the GM pack by shooting its tailfins outward
rather than upward. Admakers always were fond of naming nearly every part, but this year's
"bat wing" fins above "cat's eye" taillights earned no such designations in the sales catalog.
Those nicknames came later, though brochures did brand the deck "saucy. Atop a new X-frame
chassis, roofs sat three inches lower, and bodies measured more than two inches wider overall.
Naturally, the growing size contributed to an abundance of poundage -- one more trend of the
times. Impala was now a separate series, including a four-door hardtop and four-door sedan, as
well as the two-door Sport Coupe and convertible. Sport Coupes featured a shortened roofline
and wrap-over back window, promising a "virtually unlimited rear view" to complement the car's
new compound-curve windshield. The hardtop Sport Sedan had a huge, pillar-free back window,
allowing for scads of headroom beneath its slender "flying wing" roofline. Base V-8 was the
carryover , at horsepower. Performance fans could select cubic-inch outputs to horsepower -or turn to the big-block cubic-inch V-8, in a dizzying roster of ratings, up to horsepower. Impala
interiors flaunted their top-of-the-line status, offering such pleasantries as front and rear
armrests, an electric clock, dual sliding sun visors, and crank-operated front ventipanes. A
contoured instrument panel held deep-set gauges residing below hoods to prevent glare. On the
comfort front, a new Flexomatic six-way power seat could be installed. The Chevrolet Impala
shifted direction a little, creating a more conservative look than was seen on the redesigned
model. Looking back from today's vantage point, the '59 Chevrolets don't look nearly as
outrageous as they did at the time. In the eyes of today's collectors and enthusiasts, those
scoffed-at tailfins are a major part of the car's appeal -- the bigger the better. Stylists and
marketers back then, on the other hand, realized that the fin-and-chrome fashion had about run
its course. They needed to shift direction a little, creating a more conservative face-lift. Those
sweeping horizontal fins didn't disappear, of course. Not yet. For they were simply toned down
a bit, giving Chevrolets a more tasteful and temperate back end -- an angular, tapered shape
that integrated neatly into the quarter panels. The effect was helped by installation of three
modestly sized round taillights on each side of the top-of-the-line Impala. Up front, those
ferocious snorting-nostril air intakes above the headlights were deleted completely. By the
standards of the Fifties, at least, the '60 redesign ranked as downright restrained, promoted for
"Space -- Spirit -- Splendor. More abundantly chromed than Bel Airs or Biscaynes, Impalas
found buyers more easily, with better than , built. Impalas displayed such doodads as
nonfunctional air-intake scoops, plus a white band running along the rear fender. Four body
styles vied for customers: hardtop Sport Sedan with a panoramic back window within slim rear
pillars , Sport Coupe, convertible , and four-door sedan. Drivetrain choices diminished a bit, but
no one could say they were deprived -- with seven V-8 engine ratings to choose from, in or
cubic-inch size. Top choice was the cubic-inch Super Turbo-Thrust Special, breathing through
triple two-barrel carburetors and using More modest variants of the yielded to horses. The
carbureted Turbo-Fire cubic-inch V-8 could have either or horsepower, but fuel injection no
longer was an option under full-size Chevrolet hoods. The Chevrolet Impala was destined to
become one of the most memorable Chevrolets of the s by mixing full-size luxury with sport,
although few realized it as the model year opened. The option group included simulated
knock-off wheel covers, heavy-duty springs and shocks, metallic brake linings, padded
instrument panel, a Sun 7,rpm tachometer on the steering column, and 8x14 narrow-band
whitewall tires. The front passenger faced a grab bar, not unlike that in Corvettes , but all
occupants resided on bench seats. Super Sports could have any of three versions of the
cubic-inch V-8 engine, with to horsepower. Those ordered with a four-speed earned a special
floor-mounted gearshift with a sharply bent lever. Powerglide was limited to the mildest mill.
Just of those held the big cubic-inch engine. Available in no other model, the breathed through
a dual-snorkel air cleaner to whip up horsepower and pounds-feet of torque. The SS aimed at
"customers who like sports car flair and go, teamed with big car elegance. Three Impala
rooflines were employed this year, including a Sport Coupe with gently sloping front pillars and
plenty of glass. Impalas weren't devoid of gaudiness, with creased bodysides, tapered trim
strips, and sculptured rear decks. They also wore deluxe wheel discs, plus wide bodyside
moldings with contrasting insert panels. Chevrolet declared Impala "unquestionably the finest
car in its field. The Chevrolet Biscayne, Bel Air and Impala full-size cars got a cleaned-up,
squared-off restyling, were a bit bulkier than before, and featured a trailing body creaseline. Ads
positioned full-size Chevrolets at airports, under the theme "Jet-smooth Chevrolet," lauding
their "room, zoom and a road softening ride" as well as the smooth new shape. Continuing their
role as the posh Chevrolets, Impalas wore full-length upper bodyside moldings with

contrasting-color inserts , ribbed body sill moldings, stainless steel window reveal trim, and
special rear-fender script. Each Impala model had its own distinctive roofline, including the
slim-pillar four-door sedan. Sport coupes got convertible -like rear roof creases, while new inner
fenders protected against rust. Impala output totaled a whopping , cars, versus , slim-pillar Bel
Air sedans and , Biscaynes, the latter minimally trimmed but promoted for its "beautiful
simplicity. This year, the big cubic-inch V-8 could be installed in any full-size model, not just the
Super Sport, developing either or horsepower. The horsepower edition breathed through twin
four-barrel carburetors , while its less-potent mate made do with a single carb. Both had solid
lifters and dual exhausts, with All-out enthusiasts could even order lightweight aluminum front
body panels. The cubic-inch engine was gone, replaced by a cubic-inch option that delivered or
horses. The cubic-inch V-8 came in only one guise, at horsepower, as the standard V-8
powerplant. That extra outlay bought front bucket seats of "leather-soft" vinyl with aluminum
edging, a passenger assist bar, a console with locking compartment, aluminum molding inserts,
and knock-off-style wheel covers. The Chevrolet Biscayne, Bel Air, and Impala enjoyed a boxy
face-lift, with bodyside contours cleverly altered to look like major changes had taken place.
The standard Turbo-Fire cubic-inch V-8 got a boost to horsepower , the mid-range cubic-inch
engine yielded to horsepower, and the big-block cranked out , , or horses. The latter used twin
four-barrel carburetors and compression. Quite a few buyers skipped the V-8, making do with
the horse Turbo-Thrift six. On the opposite end of the performance spectrum, a few lucky drag
racers were able to obtain one of a handful of cars that were fitted with lightweight aluminum
front body panels and held a cubic-inch enlargement of the engine. Impalas again sold best,
with , built including , Super Sports. Sport Sedans had their own hardtop roofline, and Sport
Coupes could now get a vinyl top. Most costly model was the aggressive-looking SS Impala
convertible. All SS Impalas had floor shifters, and a new console included a locking
compartment. The Chevrolet Impala added a model to the line as the Super Sport became a
distinct series in '64, in either convertible or hardtop coupe form. Super Sports held a pleated
vinyl interior with front bucket seats, and a console with floor gearshift when equipped with a
four-speed or Powerglide. Swirl-pattern silver anodized material decorated the rear cove outline
moldings and wider upper body trim strips of SS models. Super Sports might have either a
six-cylinder or V-8 engine -- though few of the former were sold. A tachometer and sports
steering wheel could be added to the package. Quick-ratio power steering was available, along
with a seven-position Comfortilt column. Updated styling featured squarer corners along with a
new full-width sculptured grille. Impalas again had triple taillights on each side, plus plenty of
brightwork. As usual, they were the top sellers by far, with , built including an impressive ,
Super Sports. Picking a powertrain wasn't easy -- not with seven engines and four
transmissions to choose from. Engine offerings ranged from a horsepower six through V-8s of ,
, and cubic inches, the last described as "especially saucy in highway passing situations. The
Chevrolet Biscayne, Bel Air, and Impala, big-bodied cars in any year, managed to grow bigger
yet. For the full-size Chevys featured dramatically rounded sides, curved window glass, and an
all-new front end with fresh hood contours. A new Girder-Guard frame reduced the size of the
driveline tunnel inside. Chevrolet also promoted the cars' Wide-Stance design, adhesively
bonded windshield, and improved full-coil suspension. Sport Coupes wore a sleek
semi-fastback roofline, and wheel well moldings were revised. A two-tone instrument panel put
gauges in a recessed area ahead of the driver. Turbo Hydra-Matic was offered for the first time,
the column-shift three-speed could have full synchronization, and a new cubic-inch six-cylinder
engine satisfied a fair number of buyers. A cubic-inch Turbo-Jet V-8 became available midway
through the model year, packing or horsepower -- the latter with compression and solid lifters.
The legendary dual-carb was dropped, leaving only and horsepower renditions. Super Sports
differed slightly from regular Impalas, retaining bright windshield moldings but not the rocker
panel or lower fender trim. A total of , Impala SS coupes and convertibles were built. Their new
center console housed a rally-type electric clock, and full instrumentation now included a
vacuum gauge. The Caprice option group included a black-out grille, vinyl top with fleur de lis
emblems, unique wheel covers, and narrow sill moldings. Specially stitched cloth door panels
were accented with simulated walnut, and contour-padded seats wore a combination of fabric
and vinyl. All of this aimed to give Chevy buyers a "one-of-a-kind" taste of Cadillac's look and
ride. Its sales success prompted Chevrolet to make the Vonly Caprice a full series for ' The
Chevrolet Biscayne, Bel Air, Impala, and Caprice were marked by blockier body lines as well as
new fenders, bumpers, grille and rectangular wraparound taillights. A cubic-inch V-8 debuted -an enlargement of the cubic-inch Mark IV engine -- developing or horsepower. Also available: a
cubic-inch V-8 rated at horses, and a Hardtop models got new perimeter frames and body
mounts as Chevrolet promised a "Jet-smoother ride. Three-speed column gearshifts were fully
synchronized in all forward gears. Impala remained the family favorite, but the posher Caprice

became a separate series as a result of the nameplate's success -- when marketed as an option.
Caprices could have optional reclining Strato-back front seating. The Caprice Custom Coupe
got a more formal, "one-of-a-kind" roofline with decorative exhaust ports under the rear
window. Like its four-door counterpart, the coupe featured wide rocker sill moldings, dual
color-keyed striping, and fleur de lis emblems on roof quarters. Perhaps it wasn't planned that
way, but could this feat have been a premonition of the subsequent popularity of Chevy's
poshest model? Maybe so. Made at the Janesville, Wisconsin , facility on April 21, , the
milestone luxury coupe naturally featured the Caprice's exclusive formal roofline. Often sold
with an optional vinyl top, that silhouette was shared with no other Chevrolet model. Freshly
rebodied, the '67 full-sized cars looked only slightly different from their predecessors.
Dimensions remained roughly the same, too, still on a inch wheelbase -- four inches longer than
the mid-size Chevelle. Chevrolet promoted the "lattice-work grille playing peekaboo around the
front fenders. Less decorated than other Impalas, Super Sports had black grille accents and
black-accented bodyside and rear fender moldings. Lesser models leaned more toward
brightwork inside and out. Both SS models -- Sport Coupe and convertible -- lacked bright
wheel well trim. Buyers could choose either vinyl bucket seats with a center console, or a
Strato-back bench with a fold-down center armrest. Impala Sport Coupes and their SS cousins
had a special graceful roofline, which flowed in an unbroken line into the rear deck. Top engine
this season was a horsepower cubic-inch V Only about Super Sports had a six-cylinder engine.
Unlike Biscayne or Bel Air, Impalas came in a full complement of body styles, and accounted -as usual -- for the lion's share of sales. Impala output, in fact, totaled , cars with V-8 power and
18, carrying six-cylinder engines, plus the Super Sports. Biscaynes continued to attract
budget-minded customers, Bel Airs offered a little additional luxury, and more than , shoppers
paid the extra bucks to bring a Caprice into the driveway. The Chevrolet Caprice had a "classic"
new roofline, declared this year's sales brochure. Caprice carpeting even ran up the side of kick
panels and door bottoms. Promoted as "The Grand Chevrolet," Caprices were heavily
advertised and would eventually replace the Impala as an icon in the American psyche. New
windows lacked ventipanes but promised greater visibility. Astro Ventilation was supposed to
pull in outside air without having to crack open a window. Most Chevrolets got hidden wipers.
The formal Custom Coupe, previously a Caprice exclusive, became available as an Impala.
Standard front ends had a new face, while rear bumpers held triple "horseshoe" shaped
taillights. Plush new interiors also helped attract buyers. Biscayne again served as the
lowest-priced full-size model -- and looked the part. Bel Airs continued to lure
middle-of-the-roaders, but Impala overwhelmed the sales charts, as it had for years. The posh
Caprice was coming on strong, though, with , produced this season. Just as Caprice sales
escalated, those of the Impala Super Sport suffered a decline. Only 38, Impalas were
so-equipped, including 1, with the cubic-inch V-8 engine dubbed SS Full-sized cars could have a
modest cubic-inch six, a cubic-inch V-8, either of a pair of s, or a horsepower cubic-inch V
Topping the list was the big , rated at or horsepower -- plenty of vigor, even in a heavy Chevy.
Decisions, decisions. The Chevrolet Impala and other full-size cars were redesigned to give
them a sculptured look on their bodysides and a slightly longer appearance overall, but kinship
to prior models was obvious. Wheelbases remained at inches -- just three inches longer than
four-door Chevelles. Reshaped fenders bulged around each wheel well. Rectangular taillights
went within a thinner rear bumper. A freshened grille flanked by four deep-mounted headlights
were framed by a thin bumper. Impalas had Hide-A-Way wipers and vinyl-insert bodyside
moldings. Biscaynes and Bel Airs again rounded out the full-size lineup, which also included
the posh Caprice. Impala and Caprice coupes had a new option: an electric rear-window
defogger. Ignition switches were mounted on the steering columns. Base engine remained a
horsepower , cubic-inch six, but the bottom-end V-8 grew to cubic inches and horsepower. A
horsepower, cubic-inch engine gave each Super Sport model an SS designation. In-between
options included and horsepower versions of the cubic-inch V-8, as well as a horsepower In
fact, front and rear ends were fully restyled, giving the impression of considerable change -essentially an illusion, because changes were actually quite modest. Six-cylinder engines came
only in the four-door sedan, no longer being offered in two-door Impalas. Other full-size cars
started with a horsepower cubic-inch V Options included a horsepower upgrade of the , a
horsepower , and a pair of cubic-inch V-8s. Replacing the V-8 and developed in part to meet
forthcoming emissions standards, the new cubic-inch engines produced or horsepower.
Biscaynes and Bel Airs came only in four-door sedan form, accompanied by equivalent
Brookwood and Townsman station wagons. All two-doors were hardtop-styled in the Impala and
Caprice lines. Impala was one of three remaining Chevy convertibles, and only 9, were built.
Clearly, interest in ragtops -- whether full-size or any size -- was beginning to dwindle. So was
the fascination with large sporty cars, prompting abandonment of the Impala Super Sport.

Output of full-sized cars dropped sharply, below the million mark, partly as a result of a day
strike in the fall of Impala sales, as expected, ranked far above other big Chevrolets. The
Chevrolet Impala, with its four body styles, was part of a long list of full-size Chevys for anyone
who lacked the bucks to buy a posh Caprice hardtop coupe or sedan. In addition to two- and
four-door pillarless hardtops, the Impala came as a regular four-door sedan and also as a
convertible -- a body style that soon would begin to disappear. An Impala Custom Coupe
blended the up-level Caprice roofline with mid-range trim. Biscayne again served as the
lowest-priced model and Bel Air the mid-range choice, both marketed only as four-door sedans.
Standard engines were the cubic-inch six and cubic-inch V-8, but options ranged all the way to
a horsepower In addition to stretching the wheelbase to Their bodies bulged in nearly every
direction -- at the beltline, along body sides, even at the hood. A new eggcrate-patterned grille
led the way, and prominent front-fender leading edges helped give Chevrolets a hint of Cadillac
's look. Impala production topped , cars not counting wagons , but only a handful had a
six-cylinder engine. Chevrolet promoted flow-through ventilation, but the vent louvers -stamped into decklids and wagon tailgates -- soon drew complaints about water leakage.
Although the Biscayne -- available in sedan form only -- was the entry-level full-size Chevrolet,
its "economy" roots were not particularly evident at a glance. Dressed up with chrome window
trim, side moldings, whitewall tires , and full wheel covers, a Biscayne looked considerably
nicer than its official base-model status might suggest. Despite this, shoppers willing to pay
more to move up to a Bel Air or Impala were indifferent to the '71 Biscayne line; only about 22,
went out the door. The line would disappear after the '72 model year. Although the big Chevys
maintained an enthusiastic audience, production was badly hurt by a UAW strike that affected
all Chevrolet plants and lasted two months. Still, a total of nearly , big Chevys was nothing to
sneeze at. Of that number, only 10, left the factory with inline sixes. Clearly, buyers wanted V-8
power to match the line's Cadillac looks, a resemblance that was particularly pronounced on the
Caprice. And, as historian George Dammann has pointed out, a Caprice or Impala optioned to
the hilt was hardly less nice than a Caddy -- little wonder Chevy dealers had little trouble
moving the big cars out the door. The wheelbase of the Chevrolet Impala grew by half an inch,
as it did on Chevy's other full-size cars, and overall lengths reached inches. Dimensions of that
magnitude made Chevrolets the biggest of the "Big Three" makes. Station wagons stuck with
their former inch wheelbase but were stretched a bit to an immense inches overall. All-new front
ends built around a vee-shaped grille gave the Biscayne, Bel Air, Impala, and prestigious
Caprice a fresh and unique face, unrelated to other models. Said the Caprice sales brochure:
"You'll like driving behind a stately grille that could be on cars priced hundreds of dollars more.
Full-size Chevrolet production including station wagons topped the million mark this season.
Only 6, Impala convertibles were built, but the Impala series as a whole continued to sell
strongly -- a true American favorite, and the most popular model nameplate in automotive
history. In fact, the ten-millionth Impala was sold this year. Caprices were no slouches in the
sales race, either, with , rolling out the factory door. Engine choices reached as far as a
horsepower version of the cubic-inch V Also available: a horsepower cubic-inch V-8 and a
horsepower , along with and horsepower s. Fewer than 3, full-size Chevrolets had a six-cylinder
engine. Three luxurious Caprice models now were available, including a new pillared four-door
sedan. Top-of-the-line wagon, as before, was the Kingswood Estate with simulated wood along
the bodysides. Ventilation louvers disappeared from the tailgates of full-size station wagons.
Chevrolet's general manager, John Z. DeLorean, left GM this year to begin his ill-fated venture
with the stainless-steel sports car that bore his own name. Caprice was promoted in ads as "the
uppermost Chevrolet. Station wagons were absorbed into passenger-car lines, so the top-line
wagon was called the Caprice Estate, and the Biscayne-based Brookwood disappeared. Except
for wagons, all Caprice models came with standard rear fender skirts to accentuate the car's
sweeping lines. Roofs were strengthened, and side door beams thickened. Modified front-end
styling included two different grille styles, plus the new bumpers and fender caps. Caprice
grilles had a looser crosshatch pattern. Taillights were more square in shape, set into
moderately restyled back bumpers. Following the tradition established years earlier, Caprices
had three taillights on each side, whereas lesser models made do with two. The Glide-Away
tailgate continued as an exclusive feature on full-size wagons. Base engine remained a
cubic-inch six or cubic-inch V-8, but full-size models might have a V Caprices could even get a
or horsepower. Chevrolet's original "small-block" V-8 was enlarged to cubic inches, breathing
through a two-barrel carburetor to develop a rather meager horsepower. Six-cylinder engines
were installed only in Bel Airs with column-shifted three-speeds. All full-size cars with a
cubic-inch V-8 or greater ran Turbo Hydra-Matic. Fuel tanks held 22 gallons of gasoline -- and
owners had to make frequent trips to the gas station for fill-ups, as these biggies were far from
frugal. That little engineering imperfection would loom large when the gas crisis arrived late in ,

and frantic motorists had to sit in long lines to get at the pumps. The Chevrolet Impala got some
bad news: overall Chevrolet production skidded 15 percent this year, due in large measure to
the energy crisis that resulted from the OPEC oil embargo of Jacking up prices by 10 percent
surely didn't help, either. Dramatic new Custom Coupe rooflines continued the "Colonnade"
styling that debuted on the previous year's Chevelles, with long fixed quarter windows -- larger
in size this season -- instead of roll-down glass. True pillarless hardtop coupes remained,
including the Impala Sport Coupe that continued the roofline introduced in -- rather reminiscent
of the original '66 Caprice's roof treatment. A restyled grille had distinctive, bright-accented
vertical bars. Sales brochures promoted the Caprice Classic's "enviable luxury," aimed at
"people who think driving is something the car should do. Not many convertibles remained in
the American market, but Chevrolet continued to offer the open Caprice Classic. Full-size cars
rode a new radial-tuned suspension and steel-belted radial tires. A limited-edition "Spirit of
America" series debuted in the Impala, Nova, and Vega lines, bearing a patriotic theme. Each
car was painted white with red and blue accent striping and special identification. Impalas also
got distinctive wheels. Full-size wagons again had the Glide-Away tailgate. With the optional
cubic-inch V-8 and its horsepower , a full-size station wagon could tow as much as 7, pounds.
Station wagons had a standard cubic-inch V-8, rated at horsepower, whereas other full-size
models started with a choice of cubic-inch V-8s. Caprices got a horsepower rendition of the
cubic-inch powerplant. The Chevrolet Impala was sold on an advertising theme of "Chevrolet
makes sense for America. Chevy's flagship, the Caprice Classic hardtop sedan, measured
inches from stem to stern. Side windows were cut into the roof's sail panels, giving the
four-door hardtop a fresh appearance. Fender skirts were standard, along with bright wheel
moldings. All Caprices were fully trimmed Classics, available in five body styles: coupe, Landau
coupe, four-door sedan, sport sedan, and convertible. Production of 8, full-size ragtops actually
was higher than it had been since , when 9, open Impalas went to dealerships. The age of the
oversize, ostentatious American convertible was over. Two coupes and two sedans, pillared and
pillarless, made up the Impala line, still promoted as "America's favorite car. Only 2, were
produced. Wearing its new roofline with larger rear door windows, pillared Impala sedans sold
well, with 91, built. Facing its final season, the Bel Air line included nothing other than a
four-door sedan, which had a lot more trouble finding customers. Total sales of full-size models
continued their downward slide, reaching about half their total. Installation of the "cat"
permitted engine recalibrations which, in many cases, brought improved gas mileage and
durability. The full-size selection included three station wagons: Caprice Estate, Impala, and Bel
Air, each with either two or three seats. The Chevrolet Impala and Caprice were the only full-size
Chevys this year Bel Airs were gone , and they shared new front-end styling that included a
reworked grille. Caprices displayed new rectangular headlights and triple-unit wraparound
taillights, while Impalas used four round headlights. The pillarless Impala Sport Coupe faded
out of the lineup, so a formal-profiled Custom Coupe was the only Impala two-door. After , the
four-door hardtop body style also would disappear. Measuring more than inches overall on a
For the last time, a cubic-inch V-8 engine could be installed in Chevrolets, now yielding
horsepower. Full-size cars made the most of their perimeter frame and full coil-spring
suspension to deliver a smooth ride that pleased their owners. Both models had such luxuries
as simulated rosewood vinyl trim on the instrument panel, steering wheel, and doors. Each rode
steel-belted radial tires and carried an automatic transmission, power brakes , and variable-ratio
power steering. Landau Coupes had a harmonizing padded elk-grain vinyl half-roof. Front and
rear stabilizer bars were standard, along with a radial-tuned suspension system with modified
shock absorbers. Impalas came in the same four body styles as the Caprice, billed as "a
tradition that keeps getting better. Options included a reclining passenger seat, power six-way
front seat, power locks and windows, power trunk opener, rear defogger, and Four-Season or
Comfortron air conditioning. The Chevrolet Impala and Caprice, like other GM models, got a
dramatic downsizing for as part of a total B-body redesign. Shorter, taller, and narrower, billed
as "The New Chevrolet," the new full-size cars promised to be "more appropriate for the times,"
more manageable, and occupying "a little less space in the world. Of course, customers were
assured that the reduced-size models actually offered more interior space, not less. In fact,
head room and rear leg room were greater than in '76 models. So was trunk space, measuring
Chevrolet pulled out all the stops to launch its freshly shrunken line. Motor Trend honored the
downsized Chevrolet, naming it Car of the Year. In this new, sleeker form, the biggest
Chevrolets would continue -- with a minor facelift in -- all the way through the model year.
Downsized full-size models would see massive service in police fleets through the late s and
'80s and beyond , a tribute to the car's engineering excellence -- and the performance of the
small-block V-8 in particular. Six-cylinder engines were back as part of the efficiency focus. The
latter was the most popular, producing horsepower with a two-barrel carburetor , though a

horsepower cubic-inch V-8 was also available. In other news, a new Smart Switch operated the
dimmer and turn signals. Station wagons lost their Glide-Away tailgates, replaced by an
ordinary Door-Gate that opened sideways or folded down. Wagon wheelbases shrunk from to
inches, the same as coupes and sedans, and overall length trimmed down by more than a foot.
The Impala series consisted of a coupe, four-door sedan, and four-door station wagon with two
or three seats. At midyear, a lavishly trimmed Impala Landau Coupe joined the line. The
completely different Caprice redefined the entire concept of the American-made full-size
automobile, signaling "the shape of cars to come. The Chevrolet Impala and Caprice, in their
second model year, were "trim, crisp, beautiful," according to the company line. Of course, this
came after Chevrolet proclaimed that its downsized '77s had become "the most successful new
car in the country. Caprice Classics had a distinctive new grille and stand-up hood crest, and
their own wheel covers. Taillights were modestly restyled, and a Power Skyroof became
available. Caprices also had carpeted lower door panels, simulated woodgrain accents, and
extra sound insulation. Impalas got a fresh grille and redesigned taillights with bigger backup
lights. More than , full-size Chevrolets headed toward dealerships, with Impala and Caprice
four-door sedans the most popular models. Big coupes drew far fewer sales, and Landau
variants even less. Only 33, Impala coupes and Landau coupes were produced. Most coupe
buyers preferred the posher Caprice Classic. Impalas and Caprices still came standard with a
horsepower six, but two V-8s were available: or cubic-inch, developing or horses, respectively.
As with most cars in the late '70s, California engine ratings were lower than those sold
elsewhere. All full-size cars had automatic transmissions. The Chevrolet Impala and Caprice
were a "standard of success by which other full-size cars should be judged," according to
Chevrolet. Then again, this is the company whose ads in promoted fuel efficiency even for the
Caprice, still billed as "The New Chevrolet. Caprice Classics got a new segmented grille with
bold vertical accents and a revised headlight design. Coupes and sedans also adopted a
refinement of the traditional triple-segment taillights. Engine choices again began with a
cubic-inch six and cubic-inch V-8, with a horsepower cubic-inch V-8 optional. Options included
a Power Skyroof, six-way power seat, intermittent wipers, Comfortron automatic air
conditioning , electric rear defogger, power antenna, and power trunk opener. A separate
brochure described Chevrolet police vehicles: Malibus and Impalas, with departing Novas
omitted. Output of full-size cars dipped just a little, to , units. Even so, that total stood beyond
any other series, though Malibu wasn't so far behind. For millions of Americans, the name
Chevrolet and big cars, even the downsized biggies, were nearly synonymous. The Chevrolet
Impala and Caprice received their first facelift since being completely redesigned and
"downsized" for Differences, however, were subtle: The hood and front fenders were lowered
slightly and given a more rounded contour, while the coupe's wraparound rear window gave
way to a flat rear window fixed to more upright roof pillars. Buyers were offered a choice of V-6
or V-8 engines. Replacing the old cubic-inch inline six as the base powerplant was a new
cubic-inch V-6 rated at the same horsepower , though California buyers got a Buick-built
cubic-inch V-6 with V-8 options included a cubic-inch unit packing horsepower and a horse
Wagons came standard with the smaller V-8, while the and a horsepower Oldsmobile diesel V-8
were optional. The standard, and only, transmission was a three-speed automatic. Full-size
Chevys continued their two-tier lineup. Impala carried on as the base-trim model, while Caprice
Classic designated the ritzy variant. Four-doors far outsold two-doors and wagons, and
Caprices generally outsold Impalas. The fuel crisis of '79 put a dent in all big-car sales, and the
Impala and Caprice were no exception. Furthermore, the new Citation may have skimmed off
some more potential buyers, and the result was a dismal year for the big Chevys: From over
half-a-million sales in , volume dropped to less than half that number in The Impala and Caprice
would never regain their former popularity. Changes for the Chevrolet Impala and Caprice
Classic were almost dramatic compared to the subtle year-to-year changes normally seen on
Chevrolet's full-size line. Visually, the cars changed little, but underneath were some
commendable improvements. GM's Computer Command Control CCC emission system
improved driveability somewhat while lending a hand in meeting 's stricter emissions
regulations, but bigger news came in the form of a new four-speed automatic transmission with
long-legged 0. Combined with a lock-up torque converter , a Caprice or Impala with the
cubic-inch V-8 the only engine available with the four-speed automatic registered an impressive
26 EPA highway miles-per-gallon, a figure that could very nearly be duplicated in "real world"
driving. Engine choices continued from but with slightly less horsepower. The base powerplant
was again a cubic-inch V-6, now with horsepower California cars got a Buick-built , also with
horsepower. Optional was a cubic-inch V-8 with horsepower and the aforementioned V-8 with
For , only station wagons could get an Oldsmobile cubic-inch diesel V-8, but availability of that
engine was expanded to include all Impala and Caprice models for Because the Chevrolet

Impala and Caprice Classic were initially rumored to be in their last year, the pair
understandably received few changes. Offerings were trimmed, however: The slow-selling
Impala sport coupe and Caprice Landau sport coupe didn't make the cut, leaving the Caprice
sport coupe as the only two-door offering. Powertrains remained the same, except that the
four-speed automatic introduced the previous year for the 5. Chevy's 3. As before, the Olds-built
diesel V-8 was optional across the board. Though big, old-fashioned cars like the Impala and
Caprice lost much of their appeal in the wake of high fuel costs , the pair represented great
value. The Chevrolet Impala and Caprice Classic was rumored to be facing extinction, but the
model persisted, albeit with a trimmed model lineup. Gone was the Caprice coupe, the last
two-door version, and the Impala wagon. Gone, too, was the smaller 4. That left the 3. With all
engines, a three-speed automatic transmission was standard, a four-speed automatic optional.
Since these were lean years for Chevrolet, and GM in general, it was probably difficult to justify
a replacement for the aging full-size cars. But with gas prices stabilizing and buyers once again
leaning toward larger vehicles and V-8 engines, it was hard for Chevy to dismiss sales that
continued to hover near , units annually. And the Impala and Caprice -- despite the loss of their
coupes -- were not only selling better than the year before, they were selling better than any
other Chevrolet. While the Chevrolet Impala and Chevrolet Caprice Classic sedans continued to
anchor Chevy's full-size lineup, the Chevrolet Caprice Classic coupe returned to the ranks for
The Caprice Classic coupe had been dropped at the end of the model year. Other changes to
Chevy's big rear-drive cars were fairly minor. Windshield wiper controls were moved from the
dash to a more convenient location on the turn-signal stalk, while the optional cruise control
now allowed incremental speed changes of one mph at a time. Powertrains remained much the
same as before, with a Chevy-built horsepower 3. Standard in wagons and optional elsewhere
was the good ol' 5. A three-speed automatic was standard on all but the 5. Over , buyers agreed,
prompting a percent increase in sales over The Chevrolet Impala and Caprice Classic received a
number of refinements under the skin, although little changed visually. Inside, there were new
instrument panel graphics, and underneath, the suspension was firmed up in order to reduce
the "floating" that plagued earlier models that lacked the optional F41 suspension package.
Bigger news appeared on the engine charts. The previous 3. Fitted with throttle-body fuel
injection, it produced horsepower, 20 more than the old 3. The optional 5. Returning unchanged
was the 5. The V-6 and diesel V-8 came standard with a three-speed automatic transmission,
with a four-speed automatic optional; the 5. With a lineup that again included an Impala sedan
and Caprice coupe, sedan, and wagon, the full-size Chevys continued to be as popular as ever,
with sales nearing , units. The Chevrolet Impala SS was based on a show car and set
enthusiast's hearts afire when it burst on the scene midway through the model year. Reviving a
name from Chevy's performance roots, the Caprice-based Impala SS was little more than a
styling exercise, but its success would spawn a series of similarly adorned concept cars from
Chevy's rather bland stable of front-drive people-movers. Coming just in time to give the Impala
SS some bite to back up its bark was a heavily revised 5. Running on lower compression that
allowed it to get by on regular gas , it produced horsepower in this application, versus in the
Camaro Z28 and in the Corvette -- both of which required premium. Nevertheless, it represented
an horsepower increase over the previous 5. Also new was a 4. While the Impala SS came
standard with the 5. Regardless of engine, the only transmission offered was a four-speed
automatic. What made the Impala SS special were its monochromatic paint scheme, available in
black only; unique "dogleg" C-pillar inserts; "retro" Impala insignias; rear spoiler; and
especially its wide inch five-spoke aluminum wheels. A lowered sports suspension with De
Carbon gas-pressurized shocks gave it better road manners than any previous full-size Chevy
could hope to attain, and the potent powertrain drove through a standard limited-slip differential
backed by four-wheel disc brakes. Inside, bucket seats and black dashboard trim signaled its
sporting intent, but enthusiasts bemoaned the column-mounted shifter and lack of a
tachometer. Other news regarding Chevy's full-size line for paled by comparison, but there were
some significant changes. Also, the standard air conditioning now used CFC-free refrigerant.
The Chevrolet Impala SS, with the nameplate's mid debut sparking rave reviews from the
automotive press, returned with only minor changes. Most noticeable was a wider palette of
hues that expanded the original "any color so long as it's black" philosophy to include Dark
Cherry and Green-Gray. Interiors remained available in gray leather only. Like its Caprice
counterpart, optional premium cassette and CD players featured speed-compensated volume
control that adjusted radio volume to ambient noise levels. The only powertrain offered was
again the horsepower 5. Since this same combination was optional on the Caprice, the Impala
SS remained largely an appearance upgrade -- and even that was compromised somewhat this
year, as the Caprice took on the Impala's "dog leg" rear roof pillar. However, the Impala featured
a more sophisticated suspension system that gave it amazing agility for a two-ton sedan. It also

retained its unique monochromatic paint treatment, aero body aids, and those beautiful inch
aluminum wheels. The Chevrolet Impala SS was in its best year, and it was a shame that would
also be Impala's last. Doomed to extinction by the demise of the Caprice on which it was based,
the highly touted Impala SS saw a number of significant refinements that improved what was
already an exceptional car -- just as the axe began to fall. In retrospect, it was surprising that the
Impala received any changes at all. There had long been rumors that the Arlington plant would
switch over to building pickups, so it couldn't have came as a shock to anyone on the Impala
team. The Caprice returned in virtually carbon-copy form, and Chevrolet could probably have
sold as many Impalas as it could build even if it, too, were a carryover. But whatever the reason,
Chevy engineers fixed almost every complaint leveled against the original concept, most aimed
at the interior. It wasn't sporting, after all, to shift gears with a column-mounted lever, and what
performance car could possibly be called complete without a tachometer? In answer to the first
objection, Impala was given a floor-mounted shifter housed in a proper console -- bearing an
Impala logo no less. Then the instrument panel was completely redesigned, adding not only an
analog tach, but also an analog speedometer to replace the former digital unit. Both revisions
served to not only further distinguish the Impala from a garden-variety Caprice, but also to
make it fit the mold of a true sport sedan. Chevy anticipated building only about 15, Impala SS
sedans for In most enthusiast's minds, it wouldn't be nearly enough. Here is a model. See more
pictures of classic cars. The Chevrolet Impala Bel Air dashboard was a riot of 's style and color.
The Chevrolet Impala became a separate series, distinct from the Bel Air. The Impala's "bat
wing" styling was even more powerful on the convertible. The Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan
hardtop had a panoramic rear window. All Chevrolet Impalas had bodyside sweepspears and
triple taillights. The Chevrolet Impala had color-coordinated upholstery and body colors. The
Chevrolet Bel Air remained the mid-level full-size Chevy. The Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe had
crisp and angular styling. The Impala SS convertible was the most expensive full-size Chevrolet
in The Chevrolet Biscayne looked mundane but had a horsepower engine. The Chevrolet Impala
SS and other full-size cars got rounded bodysides, a higher beltline, and an aggressive
rear-quarter bulge that year. The Chevrolet Caprice Custom Coupe had its own distinct roofline.
The Chevrolet Impala featured a roofline that sloped into the decklid. The Chevrolet Caprice
sold well, spurred by the model's claims of luxury. The Chevrolet Impala had redesigned front
and rear bumpers. Styling changes to the Chevrolet Impala and other full-size Chevys gave the
line a bigger, more imposing look. The Chevrolet Impala was the only full-size Chevy with a
convertible option. The Chevrolet Caprice remained the highest expression of Chevrolet luxury.
Chevrolet redesigned the front and rear ends of full-size Chevys. The Chevrolet Caprice
resembled the Cadillac model of the same year. Rear decks on full-size Chevys were wider and
more sculpted than before. Chevrolet made the Chevrolet Caprice with two four-door body
styles. Front bumpers on the Chevrolet Impala and other full-size Chevys protruded because of
the new federal mandate to withstand a 5-mph impact. The Chevrolet Caprice Classic four-door
Sedan found more than 58, buyers as the line gained popularity. The Chevrolet Impala lost
buyer appeal due to the energy crisis. Despite energy issues, the Impala Sport Coupe sold more
than 50, units. The Chevrolet Caprice Classic was the last full-size convertible for Chevy. The
Chevrolet Impala four-door Sedan was the best-selling full-size Chevy that year. Front-end
styling on the Chevrolet Impala Custom Coupe carried on the Caprice look of a year before. The
Chevrolet Impala 4-door Sedan sold more than 86, copies. The Chevrolet Impala downsized the
model but increased interior space. The Chevrolet Caprice Classic was smaller and more
efficient than before. Chevrolet changed the Chevrolet Caprice Classic's grille and taillights. The
Chevrolet Impala line included a Coupe model. The Chevrolet Caprice Classic's most noticeable
change was a subtly reworked grille and headlights. The Chevrolet Caprice Classic came
standard with bodyside pinstriping. Chevrolet ditched the wraparound rear window for the
Caprice Classic. The Chevrolet Impala tweaked its transmission to improve mileage. The
handsome Chevrolet Impala stayed competitive even as a full-size. Chevrolet successfully
promoted the comfort and low prices of its Chevrolet Caprice Classic and Impala. The Chevrolet
Impala offered a smooth ride and plenty of room. Despite rumors of its death, the Chevrolet
Caprice Classic and similar Impala were the best-selling Chevys. The sedan-only offering of the
Chevrolet Caprice Classic and Impala suggested that Chevy was targeting an older audience.
The Chevrolet Caprice Classic was the only full-size, two-door Chevy in A full-size Chevy wagon
was also available only as a Caprice Classic in An emphatic grille announced the Chevrolet
Caprice Classic. Unfortunately, the Chevrolet Impala SS offered no manual transmission, and to
makes matters worse the gear shifter was on the steering column. The Chevrolet Impala SS
came back on inch aluminum wheels in Gray was the only interior color offered on the
Chevrolet Impala SS. After the year, the Impala name would ride off into the sunset. Related
Content " ". Chevrolet Chevette. How Chevrolet Works. How a Concours d'Elegance Works. If I

were to guess, I would say that your classic ride is still sporting the factory suspension. Is your
car an OE-type restoration? Maybe, you think the ride it delivers is okay? Is that still good
enough? What if your car is an Impala, Bel Air, Caprice, or Biscayne, and was never meant to be
a performance car? As many enthusiasts can attest, never say neverâ€¦. Inserting spring
supports into the coil spring does not constitute adjustable ride height. But the upgrades will
definitely help you see some significant performance gains that will help your classic keep up
with them on twisty back roads. To do so is easy. Simply take the outdated and maybe even
worn suspension and bring it into the 21 st century. Upgrading has serious benefits for the car
owner. Before we begin, we have to face facts, GM B-bodies were never designed to be heroes
of the autocross circuit. Doing so is akin to asking a 4,pound Barcalounger to pull some serious
Gs on the skidpad. Not only is that a tall order, but wow, is it even possible? Within reason, yes.
Before you begin disassembly of the old parts, it would be a wise idea to hit all the fasteners
with a good penetrating oil. Outside of that, a normal inspection of brakes, wheel bearings, and
other service items might be something to consider checking before tearing everything down.
When the big B-bodies left the factory, the suspension consisted of coil springs and shocks on
all four corners, stamped steel control arms, and gas-charged shock absorbers. When these
cars were new, this was the best GM had to offer, and it was great at creating a comfortable ride
for the general public. While keeping any car comfortable when cruising is paramount for most
enthusiasts, many still want it to handle better than marbles on mashed potatoes. This is where
the QA1 bolt-on parts come into play. This kit really modernizes the feel and overall driving
experience. But what about the actual installation? Can the average enthusiast do this in their
garage or driveway? Basic hand tools and a Saturday afternoon is all you need to successfully
install these items. Modernizing the suspension of a plus-year-old vehicle has huge, positive
effects on drivability. The kits are available in six different configurations across three
increasing performance levels for either drag racing or handling performance. Depending on the
intended use, the kit will include:. By adding coilovers to replace the shock and coil spring
suspension, you have added ride height adjustability, shock dampening tunability, and
ultimately, better control of your ride. Starting with the coilovers, The main reason for this
change is to offer suspension adjustability and control. Is that actually a good thing? While that
might translate into a comfortable ride, there are a few reasons that might not be the best
driving condition. Take for instance a panic stop. By having a suspension that better controls
the car, you will shorten that distance exponentially. Another part of the QA1 upgrade is a set of
tubular control arms. Basically, are tubular control arms actually worth your time to install? And
more importantly, worth spending your hard-earned cash to buy? In a nutshell, most
enthusiasts think so. There is one major reason to use tubular control arms. These parts help
with caster and camber. When someone talks about camber, they are referring to how much the
top of the tire leans in or out. Caster is a little harder to identify when looking at a car because it
is the angle of an imaginary line that is measured through the top and bottom ball joints. QA1
upper and lower control arms are designed to add more caster and negative camber. It is a good
idea to make the alignment shop aware of this, as the alignment shop will only try to align the
vehicle to factory specs. The majority of the alignment adjustments for the ''70 full-size cars are
done at the lower control arm right. If needed, shims can also be added to the upper control
arms to adjust caster and camber. Proper camber is critical to keeping tires planted on the road.
When driving your car and encountering a turn, what needs to happen is the front wheels need
to lean slightly to help keep the tires planted. In essence, when you take that turn, the wheels
lean very little, not at all, or even outward. When this occurs, traction is limited. Have you ever
slid through a corner because of taking it too fast? This is a major contributor. Positive caster
positions the lower ball joint in front of the upper ball joint. This results in the tire contact patch
hitting the ground in front of the centerline of the steering system and suspension components.
A negative caster places the lower balljoint behind the centerline. The OE control arms are not
actually a bad design. We just need to keep in mind that when they were designed years ago,
cars used bias-ply tires that could not handle the way a radial tire can. Radial tires, on the other
hand, are just the opposite. But what is wheel caster? This alignment specification is best
described as an imaginary line that goes from the top ball joint through the lower ball joint.
Without positive caster, the vehicle would also want to wander at highway speeds. The easiest
way to accomplish this is by utilizing tubular control arms with modern geometry built-in,
because there is no number of shims that can safely be used on a stock control arm that will get
the geometry corrected to modern standards. Finally, the QA1 sway bar will be the finishing
touch. The sway bar is just a metal bar that ties the driver- and passenger-side chassis and
suspension together. When a car is traveling straight down the road or track, a sway bar has
little effect on handling. However, as soon as you turn the steering wheel, the car wants to lean.
The sway bar is actually a spring that helps control the weight shift lean that occurs when

cornering. In the world of sway-bar upgrades, bigger might seem to be better. But can they be
too big? Do you even need a sway bar? These are just a couple of questions you might be
asking yourself about these suspension-supporting bars. This front sway bar uses a base plate
mounted to the frame before the sway bar is mounted. Installation of the plate will require
drilling. For starters, are larger sway bars better? According to the QA1 website, in most
applications, yes. When you start adding bigger and stickier tires, upgraded shocks, and enjoy
more aggressive driving, your car or truck can benefit from bigger sway bars. For starters,
factory sway bars could be worn out or simply not up to par. Installing a front sway bar is one of
the easiest upgrades you can do for your suspension. Upgrading to QA1 bars is a job that
usually only takes an hour or two with basic hand tools. This makes this an easy upgrade for a
drastic change in your suspension. However, a sway bar should complement the suspension
and not overpower it. Remember, bigger is not always better â€” you can go too big! The most
visually noticeable aspect of the kit is the ride height adjustability afforded by the coilovers.
When driving down the road, a sway bar has little to no effect on how soft or firm your car rides.
That is where spring rate, shock valving, and tire sidewall size come into play. The spring rate of
the sway bar only comes into effect when cornering, when it helps to reduce or eliminate body
roll. Talking about ride height, once you have it at that perfect stance, an alignment will be
required. Also, any time you change ride height, another alignment will be needed. When the big
B-body cars rolled off the assembly line, they were designed to be the family cruiser that offered
a nice ride. Being much more fun to drive, yet comfortable, road trips will be much more
enjoyable. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore,
directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content
you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features,
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which come in single or two-speed and with or without pump. We also do a complete
restoration of bench seats and rear seats for all models, including the Convertible. Not to
mention, we also restore original bucket seats and tracks for the Impala Super Sport. Can't find
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Model. Thank you! Your feedback has been sent. Have a good day! Bolt-in modern
high-performance chassis for , and GM B-Bodies. Want modern handling and ride quality? Our
13" Wilwood kit is great for daily drivers and the occasional autocrosser or road racer. These
require at least a 17" diameter wheel, though some 16" may fit. We race our Tempest often with
this brake setup. Fill up that wheel with these monsters. The baddest kit is the Baer 6S, which is
a one-piece forged caliper. This brake kit suits the hardcore roadracer, but does not sacrifice
street driving. The 14" brakes require a 18" diameter wheel, however. Additionally, the Baer
calipers are available in virtually any color for a slight upcharge , while Wilwoods are available
only in black, red, or polished. We use RideTech coilovers as standard on our chassis systems.
The two options we offer are single-adjustable and triple-adjustable. Single adjustable coilovers
offer 24 "clicks" of adjustment for damping, as well as ride height adjustment. Triple adjustable
coilovers offer the same damping adjustment as the singles with the addition of high and low
speed compression adjustments, and a remote reservoir. These allow you to fine-tune your
suspension for a specific type of driving. Our standard axle is a Moser full-floating 9" style
housing, with spline axles. We have tested this rear end up to hp street cars with no issues.
Contact us for higher HP, or if you'll be drag racing it often on slicks with over hp. We'll have to
step up some of the options. This is recommended for up to hp. The Ford 9" comes with a
clutch-type posi. Our first option is just that, with a cast-iron center section. If you have less
than hp and won't be racing the car often, this is just fine for you. The Detroit TrueTrac
differential is a helical-gear type posi, which holds up to more power than the clutch posi, lasts
longer no wearable parts , and is quiet enough for street cars. Their aluminum case also holds
up to higher horsepower, and is much lighter than iron cases. Shipping: For an assembled
frame, we use an enclosed car transporter. If you don't want the frame assembled, we'll ship it

truck freight in a crate. There is a crating fee which will be determined upon ordering. Pricing
below is only for reference! Please CALL to order. Back to GM Chassis. Installation is simple.
The rear rails are designed to accommodate minitubs and a wide tire. Factory front and rear
bumper mounts are integrated. New body bushings will have to be made. We can supply the
material. Want wider tires? All G-Machine Chassis allow for up to mm-wide rear tires if you
minitub the wheel wells. The Moser full-floating 9" is built to 60" allow for deeper dish on the
rear wheels. The wide front end of these vehicles allows us to fit a tire comfortably, on a 10 inch
wheel; possibly wider with careful measuring. Which options do I choose? Brakes: Our 13"
Wilwood kit is great for daily drivers and the occasional autocrosser or road racer. Coilover
shocks: We use RideTech coilovers as standard on our chassis systems. Rear end housing:
Our standard axle is a Moser full-floating 9" style housing, with spline axles. First Last. A great
name for a great classic car. Very fitting for this long sleek beauty. Being the first Chevy model
sporting dual headlamps and triple taillights, it was quite the hit for Chevy. And classic Impala
owners are just as proud of them today as they were when the Impala first debuted, as they
should be. This car screams cruising in style. Click here for some vintage ads for the Chevy
Impala. We offer classic restoration auto parts for Impalas, Belair's and Biscayne's, as well as El
Camino's. Our goal is to make shopping for your classic restoration parts easy and enjoyable.
To do this, we have several ways you can shop for, and purchase your classic Impala, Belair,
Biscayne, and El Camino parts. At any time if you have a question please feel free to submit an
inquiry or call our store at One way that you can search our classic Impala, Belair, Biscayne,
and El Camino parts category is simply by using the search bar. Results are based off of how
specific your search is. The more specific your search, the more refined your results will be. Or
you can also select one of our many helpful categories down the left sidebar. You will be taken
to a new screen with more categories relating to the one you previously chose. As you continue
to choose categories you will get fewer options that will be more specific to the part for which
you are shopping. If you prefer to browse for parts using a physical or digital catalog, please
see the catalog section of our website and order your FREE catalog today or click here to see
the digital version of our Impala, Belair, Biscayne, and El Camino parts catalog. We know how
important our customers are, and it is our goal to make sure you, our customer, know how
much we value you and your business. We understand that when you need classic restoration
parts, you don't want to have to jump through hoops to get them; that's why we are always
diligently working to make your shopping experience with us better. We strive for excellence
daily, because we know you deserve the highest quality and we will stop at nothing to ensure it
for you. We feel that you, and your needs, should always come first. Read More Thank you for
visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, and Biscayne radio and audio parts category! Is there
anything better than a great sound system in a classic vehicle? How cool would it be to have
the original owners manual for your classic car setting out on display Brake Restoration Parts.
Brakes are one part not to cut costs on. Cheap parts can lead to a lot more problems later on
that are Convertible Top Restoration Parts. Cooling System Restoration Parts. Thank you for
visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, Biscayne, and El Camino cooling system parts category!
Whether the decals or stickers on your classic car are missing or have just faded out then
check Door Restoration Parts. Thank you for visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, and Biscayne
door parts category! Whether it be a two door Impala or a four door Belair, we have the parts
that you will need to restore them back Thank you for visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, and
Biscayne emblem category! It goes hand in hand with the classic cursive Chevrolet Everyone
wants a smooth ride whether it be a good suspension or
la175 parts diagram
e46 fan
2005 honda accord timing chain
a smooth shifting Thank you for visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, and Biscayne exterior and
trim parts category! Fuel System Restoration Parts. Carburetor aside, probably one of the easier
systems to diagnose during a classic car restoration Thank you for visiting our Chevy Impala,
Belair, and Biscayne interior and trim parts category! We know that you are going to take just as
much pride in the interior of your ride as you have on A classic car is almost like a time
machine. Whenever you get in it, it sends you back to a Sheet Metal Body Panels. We supply the
highest quality Impala sheet metal body panels you can You just finished hand washing your
newly restored Impala and as you are about to start Window Restoration Parts. Thank you for
visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, and Biscayne window parts category! How long is that fix
really going Thank you for visiting our Chevy Impala, Belair, and Biscayne wiring and electrical
parts category! Next thing you Sign In or Create an Account.

